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According to a Theorem of B. Sz.-Nagy and C. Foias, every strongly con- 
tinuous semigroup of contraction operators on a Hilbert space, can be decom- 
posed into a completely noIz unitary part and a unitary part. In this note we wish 
to show that by appropriately perturbing its generator, a contraction semigroup 
can be reduced to a completely non unitary one. In control theory, such a 
perturbation is related to the so called state feedback, and the reduction presented 
here has application in the problem of stabilizing linear control systems on a 
Hilbert space. This will be briefly discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
In Operator Theory one often adopts the view that all unitary operators are 
well understood. Therefore, in investigating structures of bounded linear 
operators on a Hilbert space, it is convenient to assume that an operator does not 
have any subspace which reduces it to a unitary one. Such an operator is called 
completely non unitary. This notion was introduced by B. Sz-Nagy and C. Foias 
in their study of models of Hilbert space contraction operators. 
In this note we wish to show that one can actually reduce a strongly continuous 
semigroup of contraction operators on a Hlbert space, to a completely nonunitary 
contraction semigroup on the same space. Furthermore, such a reduction is 
accomplished by appropriately perturbing the generator of the semigroup. 
From the Control theoretic viewpoint, a unitary operator is never strongly 
stable, and as far as applications are concerned, it is always desirable to stabilize 
an unstable system, by means of an appropriate feedback. It turns out that the 
reduction procedure considered in this note indeed coincides with the role of a 
stabilizing feedback in Control theory. 
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Section 1 contains some basic mathematical preliminaries. The reduction 
procedures are given in Section 2, while stability and stabilizability of linear 
control systems in Hilbert space are discussed in Section 3. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this note we will be dealing with separable complex Hilbert spaces, and 
with strongly continuous semigroups of bounded linear operators, i.e., of the 
class C,, [l], on these spaces. Inner product and norm are denoted by [*, -1 and 
by 11 . I/ respectively. A semigroup {T(t), t > O> will simply be written as [T(t)]. 
Given a semigroup [T(t)] on a Hilbert space H, we associate with [T(t)] and 
with its adjoint [T(t)*] a b ounded linear operator B from a Hilbert space U to H. 
Define: 
M = u T(t)BU 
t>o (l-1) 
and 
M, = u T(t)*BU. (1.2) 
t>0 
Then, the subspace M is invariant for [T(t)], while M, is invariant for [T(t)*]. 
Let M-’ and Mi be the orthogonal complements in H of M and M, respectively, 
we find: 
and 
Ml = n Ker B*T(t)* = {x in H, B*T(t)* x = 0, Vt 2 0}, 
90 
(1.3) 
M$ = n Ker B*T(t) = (y in H, B*T(t)y = 0, Vt >, O}. (1.4) 
w 
They are, of course, invariant for [T(t)*] and for [T(t)] respectively. 
The following Propositions characterize properties of these subspaces with 
respect to the two semigroups. 
PROPOSITION 1. 
(i) Any proper subspace of Ker B* which is inoariunt for [T(t)*] (resp. 
[T(t)]) is contained in M’- (resp. M.$. 
(ii) Let N be a proper subspace of M (resp. M,), if N reduces [T(t)], then 
either NC m or N n Ker B* # {O}. 
Proof. It is evident that MI and Mi are subspaces of Ker B*. For part (i), 
let NC Ker B* and invariant for [T(t)*], then 
[T(t)* N, BU] = 0 = [N, T(t) N], for all t 2 0 
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since m 1 Ker B*. Hence N 1 M, and therefore NC ML. Similarly for the 
other case. 
To show part (ii), we note that (i) is equivalent to: “M (resp. M,) has no 
proper subspace containing BU (which, of course, is a subspace of M and M,) 
and invariant under [T(t)] (resp. [T(t)*)])“. H ence the first assertion of part (ii) 
follows readily. For the second, suppose that N does not intersect BZ;‘. Then it 
is contained in M n Ker B*, which by (i) means that N is contained in 
ML n Mi . But this contradicts the assumption that I\i is a proper subspace of 
M. Hence Ic’ n BU # {0), or equivalently N n Ker B* =# (0). This completes 
the proof. 
It follows at once from part (i) that, 
PROPOSITION 2. If  either ML or Mi is trivial, OY if they do not intersect, then 
Ker B* has no proper subspace reducing [T(t)]. 
2. REDUCTION PROCEDURES 
A semigroup [T(t)] on a Hilbert space H is called completely non unitary 
(c.n.u.) if for any nonzero element h of H, and for t > 0, at least one of the 
following conditions hold: 
II Whll #Ilhll or // T(t)* h I/ # Ij h/I . (2.1) 
This notion was introduced by B. Sz-Nagy and C. Foias [2] in their fundamental 
study of Hilbert space contraction operators [3]. In this Section we show that by 
appropriately perturbing the generator of a contraction semigroup, one can 
reduce the semigroup to a c.n.u. contraction semigroup. Such a reduction is 
useful in “stabilizing” linear control systems. This will be indicated in Section 3. 
The following results are wellknown, see for instance [4]. 
LEMMA I. (i) A semigroup [T(t)] on a Hilbert space H is a contraction semi- 
group if and on5 if its generator A is dissipative on 9(A), the domain of A : 
[Ax, x] + [x, Ax] < 0, for all x in 9(A) (2.4 
and it does not admit any proper dissipative extension in H. Hence A is called 
maximal dissipative. 
(ii) A semigroup [T(t)] is unitary if and only if A =- --A*. 
In this Lemma we have, of course, understood that the generator ,4 is closed 
and densely defined in H. 
We now recall the Nagy-Foias canonical decomposition Theorem, which as 
we shall see, is the main tool of this note. 
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THEOREM 1 (Nagy-Foias [2]). To every contraction semigroup [T(t)] on a 
Hilbert space H, there corresponds the unique orthogonal decomposition: 
where 
H = &w(T) 0 f&(T) (2.3) 
H,(T) = {h in H, II T(t) h II = II h II = II T(t)* h II , Vt 3 01 (2.4) 
is the maximal subspace which reduces [T(t)] t o a unitary semigroup, while H,,,(T) 
reduces the semigroup to a c.n.u. contraction semigroup. 
The semigroup [T(t)] admits the unique canonical decomposition: 
where 
T(t) = Tcnu(t) 0 T,(t), t>o (2.5) 
Tcnu(t) = T(t) IH,,,~ 3 and T,(t) = T(t) h,(r) - 
It is evident from (2.4) that H,(T) = H,(T*), therefore the semigroup [T(t)] 
and its adjoint [T(t)*] can only be completely non unitary or unitary at the same 
time. 
Now, let A, be the generator of the unitary “part” [T&t)] of [T(t)], then of 
course: 
A, = P,AP, = AP, = P,A (2.6) 
where P, is the orthogonal projection from H onto H,(T). Hence the domain 
9(A,) of A, is 9(A) n H,(T), and it is dense in H,(T). We therefore have, using 
Lemma l(ii): 
COROLLARY 1. Let H,(T) be the unitary subspace of a contraction semigroup 
[T(t)]. Then: 
Re[Ax, x] = 0 = Re[A*x, x], (2.7) 
if x belongs to C@(A) n H,(T). 
THEOREM 2. Let A be the generator of a contraction semigroup [T(t)] on a 
Hilbert space H, and let B be a bounded linear operator from a Hilbert space U to H. 
Then : 
(i) The operator A - BB* generates a contraction semigroup [S(t)] say, 
on H, and 
(ii) The unitary subspace H,(S) satisfies the relation: 
H,(S) C H,(T) n Ker B*. (2.8) 
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Proof. The proof of part (i) is straightforward. We only have to note that, 
since A is already maximal dissipative (i.e., it generates a contraction semigroup), 
and since BB* is bounded linear on H, we have 9(A - BB*) = g(A), and for 
all x in B(A): 
Re[(A - BB*) x, x] = Re[Ax, x] - jj B*x Ijp 
GO 
Therefore .4 - BB* is also maximal dissipative, and it generates a contraction 
semigroup [s(t)], by Lemma l(i). 
For part (ii), we have, using (2.7) for the semigroup [s(t)]: 
Re[Ay, y] = 11 B*y j2 = 0, for ally in %~(.4) n H,(S). 
Thus, from the second half of this equation we conclude that 
9(A) n H,(S) C Ker B*. 
Consequently, for all y in g(A) n H,(S): 
(A - BB*) y = Ay. 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
The subspace g(A) n H,(S) is, as in the above, the domain of (A - BB*), , 
the generator of the unitary part [A’Jt)] of [s(t)]. Hence it is dense in H,(S). 
We then conclude from this and from (2.11) that, for all y in H,,(S), and for all 
t 30: 
II ut) Y II = II Y II = II T(t) Y / * 
Similarly, 
II 4(t)* Y II = II Y II = I/ T(t)* Y !I . 
Thus, the subspace H,(S) also reduces [T(t)] to a unitary semigroup. But by 
the maximality of H,(T) from Theorem 1, we must have 
H,(S) C fW’7 (2.12) 
This, of course, also explains the first half of equation (2.9). Combining (2.10) 
and (2.12), and since g(A) n H,(S) is dense in H,(S), we obtain 
H,(S) C H,(T) n Ker B*. 
This concludes the proof. 
We are now ready to present our reduction procedures. 
Given a contraction semigroup [T(t)] on H, and suppose that it is not c.n.u., 
i.e., its unitary subspace H,(T) is not trivial. Let B and [5’(t)] be as in Theorem 2, 
and let us associate with [T(t)] and [T(t)*], via the operator B, the subspaces M, 
M’, M, and Mi , as defined in Section 1. 
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First, it is clear from Theorem 2(ii) that, if the subspace H,(T) is contained in 
m, then H,(T) does not intersect Ker B *, therefore H,(S) is trivial, and the 
semigroup [s(t)] is indeed c.n.u. . 
Next, suppose that HU( 2’) intersects Ker B*, then again from (2.8), H,(S) is a 
subspace of Ker B*. But, as we have seen in the proof of Theorem 2, H,(S) 
also reduces [T(t)]. Therefore H,(S) Z ML n M;f , by Proposition 1. Conse- 
quently, if either ML or M$ is trivial, or if they do not intersect, then the semi- 
group [s(t)] is also c.n.u. . 
We summarize the above in: 
THEOREM 3. A contraction semigroup [T(t)] on a Hilbert space H can be 
reduced to a completely non unitary semigroup [S(t)] on the same space, by per- 
turbing its generator A by the bounded linear operator -BB* on H: 
(i) I f  the unitary subspace H,(T) is a proper subspace of BU, the closure 
of the range of B. 
or 
(ii) I f  H,(T) itersects the null space Ker B*, and either 
[B*T(t)* y  = 0, Vt 2 0] * y  = 0 
OY 
[B*T(t) y  = 0, Vt > 0] => y  = 0 
w 
[B*T(t)* z = B*T(t) x = 0, Vt 2 0] => z = 0. 
The conditions in this Theorem, at the moment, look somewhat artificial !, 
so as the role plays by the operator B. However, we shall see in the next Section 
that these conditions, which are related to the operator B, play a most cruicial 
role in control theory. Infact, what has been said above will become clear in the 
context of control of linear systems. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
Consider the equation: 
ff(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), t>O (3.1) 
where the operator A generates a C,, semigroup [T(t)] on a Hilbert space H, and 
B is bounded linear from a Hilbert space U to H. Such an equation, in control 
theory is said to describe a system, denoted by the pair (A, B). 
A system (A, B) is called s(strong)-stable if: 
T(t) x + 0, t-00, for all x in H. 
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If (A, B) is not s-stable, and if there exists an operator F, called feedback 
operator, from H to U, and is defined by u(t) = Fx(t), so that the new system 
(A + BF, B) is s-stable, then (A, B) is said to be s-stabilizable. For an elegant 
treatment of linear control theory in Hilbert space, and related topics, we refer 
to [l]. 
To apply the results of Section 2, let us assume that the semigroup [T(t)] 
associated with the system (A, B) is a contraction semigroup over H. Then 
clearly, if the unitary subspace H,(T) is not trivial, then the system (A, 23) can 
never be s-stable. Thus, in order to s-stabilize the system (A, B), we should at 
least, transform the semigroup [T(t)] in o one which is completely non unitary. t 
This is what has been done in Section 2 for the semigroup [S(t)], which is 
indeed the semigroup associated with the feedback system (A - BB*, B). 
However, in order to fully appreciate the implications of Theorem 3, we must 
recall the important notion of controllability in control theory. 
Following [I], an element x in H, which is called a state of (A, B), is called 
controllable for (A, B) if, given E > 0, there is a u(.) in L,[(O, t), U], for some 
t :> 0, such that: 
It then follows from this definition that the set of all states of (A, B) which 
are controllable is precisely the subspace M of equation (1.1). Thus, M can be 
called the controlluble subspace of (A, B), and consequently, its orthogonal 
complement ML is called the uncontroEZubZe subspace of (A, B). I f  ML is trivial, 
then the system (A, B) is said to be controllable. Similarly for the system (A*, B). 
An interesting property of controllability is that “controllability is invariant 
under feedback” [l], i.e., the two systems (A, B) and (A + BF, B) share the 
same controllable subspace, and therefore, the same uncontrollable subspace. 
Hence for (A, B) and (A - BB*, B): 
S(t)* x = T(t)* x, for all t > 0 and all N in ML. 
Similarly for (A*, B) and (A* - BB*, B): 
S(t) x = T(t) x, for all t > 0 and all x in M$. 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Thus, if we assume that H,(S) is contained in Ker B*, then it is a subspace of 
(ML n Mi) by Proposition 1. Hence it follows from (3.2) and (3.3) that: 
11 S(t) x Ij = !j S(t)* x )/ = Ii x /I = // T(t) x jl = 11 T(t)* x ‘1 
for all t > 0 and all x in H,(S) C (ML n 44;). But this shows that the semi- 
group [T(t)] is also unitary on H,(S), and therefore H,(S) must be contained in 
H,(T). Thus we have shown that: 
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LEMMA 2. H,(S) C Ker B* if and only ;f HU(S) C H,(T) n (IlP n III;). 
Using this lemma, Theorem 3 can be rephrased in the control theoretic 
language as follows: 
THEOREM 3a. Let (A, B) be a system whose semigroup [T(t)] is contractive on a 
Hilbert space H. Then the semigroup [S(t)] of the feedback system (A - BB*, B) 
is a completely non unitary contraction semigroup on H: 
(i) If HU( T) is contained in KU, or if H,(T) is controllable for (A, B) or for 
(A*, B). 
(ii) If HOC(T) t in ersects Ker B*, and either (A, B) or (A*, B) is controllable, 
or their uncontrollable subspaces do not intersect. 
To proceed further, we define for [T(t)] the subspace: 
M,,(T) = {x in H, T(t) x -+ 0, t + a}. (3.4) 
Then, of course, M,(T) is a closed subspace and is invariant for [T(t)]. It is just 
the set of all s-stable states of the system (A, B). The orthogonal complement in 
H of M,(T), denoted by M,(T)i, is then invariant for [T(t)*], and it can be 
considered as an “unstable” set of states of (A, B). It is clear that M,(T) cannot 
be a subspace of H,(T), moreover, it cannot intersect H,(T) also. Hence it must 
be a subspace of H,,,(T). We therefore have for H the orthogonal decomposition: 
where 
H = WV) 0 JW) 0 fW”) (3.5) 
4T) = f&,,(T) n MsW (3.6) 
and A(T) is certainly invariant for [T(t) *] , since it is the intersection of two such 
subspaces. 
Similarly, we have with respect to the semigroup [S(t)]: 
H = W(S) 0 A(S) 0 H,(S) (3.7) 
and 
J&Y = K,,(S) n WW. (3.8) 
It follows from (3.7) that, if the conditions of Theorem 3a are satisfied, then 
H,(S) is trivial, but the system (A, B) is not yet s-stabilizable since the semi- 
group [S(t)] is not s-stable on .X(S)! 
Now, let us further assume that M,,(T)l is controllable for (A, B): M,(T)‘- C 
M, which implies and is implied by ML C M,(T). That is the uncontrollable 
subspace of (A, B) is s-stable. Then, since H,(T) is a subspace of M,(T)I, it 
follows from Theorem 3a(i) that H,(S) is again trivial. We have as a Corollary of 
Theorem 3a: 
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COROLLARY 2. If the uncontrollable subspace of (A, B) is s-stable, then the 
semigroup [S(t)] of the feedback system (A - BB*, B) is a c.n.u. contraction semi- 
group. 
The semigroup [S(t)], as we have shown above, is a contraction semigroup, 
then so is its adjoint [S(t)*]. Let 
hi S(t)* S(t) = J” and l,ipl, S(t) s(t)* : K”, say (3.9) 
where the limits always exist in the strong topology, since the two semigroups 
are contractive, moreover, it is clear that both limits are positive contractions. 
We now prove, 
THEOREM 4. Let [S(t)] be the contraction semigroup on H generated b\ 
(A - BB”), where A is the generator of a contraction semigroup [T(t)] on the same 
space. Then with respect to [S(t)]: 
H,,,(S) = M,(S) = (h in H, S(t) h -+ 0, t - x} 
= Ms(S*) = {g in H, S(t)* g + 0, t --f CC) 
if and only if J := K = J’, that is, J is a projection operator. 
Proof. Suppose J = K is a projection operator, then for any N in H, set 
y  = .L‘ - Jx, we have 
Jy = Jx - J”x = 0. 
Hence 
where use has been made of (3.9). 
Thus, 
(I- J)H={yinH,S(t)y-+O,t+co)=Ms(S) 
:= {y in H, S(t)* y  - 0, t --f ~1 1 M,(S”). 
These show that the subspace (I - J) H reduces [S(t)], hence so does its 
orthogonal complement JH. We then have, for all t ‘3 0: 
s(t) J = J%t) 
S(t)* J = JS(t)*. 
Next, it follows from the definitions of J and K, equation (3.9), that 
S(t)* J”S(t) = J’ 
S(t) K2S(t)* = K’ 
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for all t > 0. We then obtin from these equations: 
and 
[W> Jl” [W Jl = J 
[s(t) Jl CW Jl* = J. 
Consequently, JH reduces [A’(t)] t o a unitary semigroup, while (I - J) H 
reduces it to c.n.u. semigroup. But by the uniqueness of the Nagy-Foias cano- 
nical decomposition, this is not possible unless H,,,(S) = (I- J) H and 
H,(S) z JH, and one half of the Theorem is proved. 
Conversely, if H,,,(S) = M,(S) = MJS*), then of course, 
Jx = Kx = 0, for all x in H,,,(S). 
Furthermore, from the definition of the unitary subspace H,(S), it is evident that 
Jr = KY =Y, for ally in H,(S). 
Therefore, since H,,,(S) 1 H,(S), we conclude that J and K are indeed ortho- 
gonal projection operators from H onto H,(S). This completes the proof. 
Combining Corollary 2 and Theorem 4, we can state the following s-stabili- 
zability result: 
PROPOSITION 3. Let (A, B) be a control system whose semigroup [T(t)] is 
contractive on a Hilbert space H, and suppose that its uncontrollable states are 
s-stable. Then (A, B) (and (A*, B) I ) . a so as s-stabilizable by the feedback -B*, if 
and only if the semigroup [S(t)] of the feedback system (A - BB*, B) satisfies: 
fi& s(t)* s(t) = ;;nJ S(t) S(t)* = J” = J say. 
Finally, it is noted that if [S(t)] . 
IS a normal, and therefore, selfadjoint also, 
contraction semigroup, then the last condition of this Proposition will certainly 
be satisfied. 
4. CONCLUSION 
We have shown in this note a procedure for reducing a contraction semigroup 
on a Hilbert space, to a completely nonunitary semigroup on the same space. 
Such a procedure is found to be applicable in strong stabilizing linear contractive 
control systems in Hilbert space. 
It is of interest to note that, a consequence of the Nagy-foias canonical 
decomposition, which is the key tool of our note, is a Theorem due to S. R. 
Foguel [5] concerning with decomposition of a Hilbert space with respect to 
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weakly convergence properties of a contraction semigroup. A Corollary of Foguel 
Theorem is that, a c.n.u. contraction semigroup is weakly stable. Thus, our 
reduction procedure is also applicable to weak stabilizability of contractive 
control systems. However, from a physical viewpoint, s-stabilizability certainly 
makes a lot of sense. For weak stabilizability of contraction semigroups, we refer 
to the work of NI. Slemrod [6], and more recently, to those of R.E. O’Brien [7] 
and C. D. Benchimol [S]. 
Finally, it is worth mentioning that, the two limits defined in equation (3.9) 
play an important role in the dilation theory [3] of Hilbert space contraction 
operators. For an application of this theory to control systems, we refer to [9]. 
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